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ABSTRACT

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH LIFESTYLE AND DIET IN HEART 
FAILURE MORTALITY

Lau Cheng Cheng

With the expansion of COVID-19, the number of deaths from cardiac disease is 

rising. Due to advancements in healthcare infrastructure, the mortality rate from 

heart disease is trending downward in emerging nations. Age, serum creatinine, 

and serum sodium were significant according to the Chi-square test utilised in 

this investigation. The ANOVA test, in contrast, revealed important variables 

such as age, creatinine phosphokinase, ejection fraction, and platelets. Due to the 

low corrected R2 value, analysis using linear regression is not promising. 

However, the analysis using logistic regression yields rather encouraging results, 

attaining an accuracy of 87.8 percent with the help of adjusted MAPR2 = 0.392 

and Hosmer-Lemeshow p-value > 0.05. This logistic model is built from the risk 

factor ejection fraction, serum creatinine, serum sodium, age and time to predict 

mortality for heart failure sufferers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Heart attack, stroke, and heart failure are examples of cardiovascular 

diseases, which are conditions of the heart and blood vessels. Cardiovascular 

diseases (CVD) have the highest illness burden and are responsible for a total 

yearly loss of RM59.85 billion, according to the Ministry of Health Malaysia 

(2020). Premature deaths became the main cause of loss of productivity in 

Malaysia, accounting for 59.4 percent of it, versus diabetes accounting for 10

percent and cancer accounting for 30 percent.

Longer survival times for people with cardiovascular disorders are a result 

of better medical therapy for cardiac ailments. As the population ages and 

survival rates rise, heart failure occurs more frequently. Due to the creation and 

application of patient-specific life-prolonging medicines, there will likely be an 

increase in the cost of heart failure care. The total costs are anticipated to increase 

by 127 percent during the next 18 years, according to Mozaffarian et al. (2015). 

Because of the high cost of management, mortality, prevalence, and morbidity 

associated with heart failure, it has become a serious healthcare issue.
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Heart failure happens when the heart cannot function efficiently as a pump 

supporting the blood flow through the body. Cough, wheezing, tiredness, worsen 

short breath, legs/abdomen swollen, and difficulty performing an active physical 

task are symptoms of heart failure. 

Pillai and Ganapathi (2013) conclude that the leading cause of disease 

burden in South Asia by heart failure and is foreseen to rise. Managing the diet 

and lifestyle can stop the contribution of heart failure toward the economic 

burden. 

1.2 Problem statement

The detection of heart failure depends entirely on symptoms and signs 

fraught with difficulties. Unpleasant lifestyles, such as a higher BMI, obesity, 

cholesterol, high salt meal, high sugar, smoking, liquor consumption, or drug 

abuse, play a vital role in developing health failure. High blood pressure, 

diabetes and hyperlipidaemia are the most common risk factors that worsen 

people with cardiovascular disease. Therefore, early detection and management 

are needed to prevent the disease from worsening and improve patient outcomes. 

The selected heart failure dataset has 12 variables, including these risk factors 

and can model the heart failure mortality caused by significant features.

Ahmad et al. (2017) analysed the dataset using Cox model and Kaplan 

Meier curves. Later Zahid et al. (2019) used this dataset to predict mortality 

based on gender. Chicco and Jurman (2020) further the dataset analysis by 
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applying machine learning classifiers and featured ranking to forecast the 

aliveness of heart failure patients. Das et al. (2021) evaluated and compared the 

accuracy of five different data mining algorithms using the same dataset.

1.3 Objectives

The high-risk cardiovascular group requires early detection and must go 

through health care to reduce their mortality risk and improve their daily lives.

As a result, the goal of this study is to identify the risk factors that must be 

addressed to optimise survival among cardiac malfunction patients, enhance the 

detection of heart failure patients' mortality danger, and more effectively gauge 

the severity of a patient's condition.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEWS

2.1 Heart failure mortality studies

Lippi and Sanchis-Gomar (2020) reported that global heart failure is 

64.34 million cases. Heidenreich et al. (2013) wrote that by 2030, heart failure 

in the United States will increase by 25 percent, from 2.42 percent in 2012 to 

2.97 percent in 2030, and this brings the increase of heart failure by 46 percent. 

Lam (2015) summarised that in Southeast Asia, 9 million people suffer heart 

failure, with Malaysia and Singapore at 6.7 percent and 4.5 percent, 

respectively.

Although heart failure patient mortality has dropped, Bytyçi and 

Bajraktari (2015) noted that it is still unacceptably high. The mortality rates 

brought on by preserved ejection fraction are, nevertheless, lower than those 

brought on by reduced ejection fraction. According to Ponikowski et al. (2014), 

17–45 percent of hospitalised patients with heart failure died within one year, 

and the majority passed away within five years. In 23 percent of COVID-19 heart 

failure patients, the mortality rate reached 52 percent, according to Zhou et al. 

(2020).

According to Dunlay et al. (2009) , risk factors known to be associated 

with heart failure range from lifestyle characteristics (smoking, physical 
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inactivity) to common medical conditions (hypertension, ischemic heart disease, 

atrial fibrillation, diabetes mellitus, obesity). Li et al. (2020) state that heart 

failure is the dominant mortality cause among older people as the charges 

affected by heart failure is estimated to be 1 percent for age above 50. Therefore, 

heart failure patients are categorized into groups aged < 55 years old and 

age >=55 years old.

Obesity has been identified by Savji et al. (2018) as a significant risk 

factor for heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). Since the risk 

of HFpEF increases by 34 percent for every standard deviation increase in body

mass index, women are more likely than men to be obese globally (BMI). 

According to Rosano, Vitale and Seferovic (2017), diabetes mellitus patients 

have an incredibly high rate of acute and chronic heart failure, with 25 percent

of patients experiencing chronic heart failure. The percentage demonstrates that 

people with diabetes have a greater risk of having heart malfunction.

According to Benjamin et al. (2018), there is a risk of 1.6 times more 

heart failure evolving for an individual with systolic blood pressure (SBP) > 

160/90 mmHg than those with SBP >120/90 mmHg. Lloyd-Jones et al. (2002)

stated that hypertension contributed 39 percent for men and 59 percent for 

women in developing heart failure.

Low haemoglobin continued to be a significant, independent indication 

of warded or death due from heart failure, according to Anand et al. (2004)

investigation, which took into account a number of other factors. Anaemia has 
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been linked to higher mortality and morbidity rates in heart failure, according to 

Ezekowitz, McAlister and Armstrong (2003) study. According to Diana 

Rodriguez (2009), there is a direct link between anaemia and heart illness, with 

more than 48% of persons who are diagnosed with heart failure also having 

anaemia. The heart beats quickly and violently in response to low blood 

haemoglobin levels in order to meet the body's need for oxygen.

In the World Health Organization (2020) report, 18 percent of all deaths 

due to cardiovascular disease could be attributed to smoking. In Kamimura et al. 

(2018), smokers tend to be exposed to the risk of developing cardiovascular 

diseases. 

Creatine phosphokinase (CPK), an enzyme found in muscles, has been 

suggested by Aujla RS and Patel (2022) to be a marker of cardiac damage. 

Creatine phosphokinase (CPK) levels should be between 10 and 120 micrograms 

per litre in a healthy individual. Heart attack and inflammation of the heart 

muscle can both be predicted by the abnormal levels.

The percentage of blood that leaves the heart with each beating is known 

as the ejection fraction, according to Healthwise Staff (2021). 55 percent or 

greater is a common range for the left ventricular ejection fraction. Reduced 

ejection fraction can be caused by heart disease, poor cardiac muscle, heart 

attack-related cardiac muscle damage, cardiac valve dysfunction, and chronic 

uncontrolled hypertension.
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The usual number of platelets is 150.000 to 400.000. Mojadidi et al. 

(2016) reported that thrombocytopenia is high in heart failure reserve ejection 

fraction (HFrEF) patients. Therefore, platelet counts can be used to assess the 

patient with HFrEF. Mayo Clinic Staff (2021) stated that serum creatinine with 

the reading of 0.74 to 1.35 mg/dL is considered normal for men and 0.59 to 1.04 

mg/dL for women. 

According to Mahmood et al. (2019), salt, in tiny levels, is necessary for 

fluid balance as well as blood pressure, neurons, and muscle function. The 

sodium concentration in blood ranges from 135 to 145 milliequivalents/litre on 

average. Heart failure, however, could result from a value of less than 135 

milliequivalents/litre.

2.2 Related Work

Cox regression and Kaplan-Meier curves were used in Ahmad et al. 

(2017) analysis of the dataset to model it utilising all the attributes and to support 

major risk variables that affect the patients' status. According to the study, factors 

such as old age, renal disease, hypertension, ejection fraction, and anaemia all 

have a role in heart failure patients' death.

The Cox's proportional hazards model in Zahid et al. (2019) is fitted to 

the variable that was chosen using lasso. To assess the model's goodness of fit, 

the likelihood ratio test was utilised, and the C-index was employed to gauge the 

effectiveness of the model. The results demonstrated that the risk factors 
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anaemia, smoking, and diabetes were harmful to female patients while platelets 

and ejection fraction were harmful to male patients.

When ten different survival prediction classifiers were used by Chicco 

and Jurman (2020) to predict the prognosis of patients, the results revealed that 

Random Forest had the highest accuracy (74 percent) of all the classifiers. The 

first two most significant factors (serum creatinine and ejection fraction) to fit 

into Random Forests were identified using four biostatistical methods. The 

accuracy of the three features—ejection fraction, serum creatinine, and time—

selected for use in the logistic regression models was 83.3 percent, and it was 

83.8 percent for all the features. The results show that serum creatinine and 

ejection fraction are sufficient to build a model that can predict a patient's 

prognosis for heart failure.

Le et al. (2020) used decision trees and multilayer perceptron neural 

networks as their methodologies (MLP). Prior to fitting the outliers into the 

chosen models, the authors first eliminated the outliers from the dataset using 

the inter-quartile range. The accuracy of the decision tree is 86.57 percent, and 

the best model in comparison to other studies, the MLP, produces an accuracy 

of 88 percent.

Eletter et al. (2020) used support vector machines, generalized linear 

models, deep learning, random forest, and a naïve base to build classifiers. The 

accuracy of 87.78 percent obtained from generalized linear models and support 

vectors was the highest. 
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The dataset was examined using Naive Bayes Tree, Naive Bayes 

Classification, Bayes Network, Classification Regression, and LiBLinear by Das 

et al. (2021). The outcome demonstrates that each of the five machine learning 

methods is predictory with a respectable level of accuracy, but the Bayer network 

has the best accuracy with a rate of 79.28 percent.

Wang (2021) used eighteen different machine learning techniques to 

compare their performance on the dataset. The z-score with SMOTE is more 

accurate in predicting heart failure when compared to the z-score and min-max 

accuracy without SMOTE.

Zaman et al. (2021) want to enhance the technique for forecasting the 

survival of heart failure patients using the same dataset. To remedy the 

imbalance in the target class, SMOTE was used. K-Means, Fuzzy C-Means 

clustering, Random Forest, XGBoost, and Decision Tree are just a few of the 

methods that the authors used. They outperformed supervised learning, with 

accuracy rates of 62.24 percent for K-Means and 52.45 percent for Fuzzy C-

Means, respectively.

2.3 Logistic Regression model

If the dependent variable is dichotomous, logistic regression is the most 

suitable statistical technique to predict the outcome (Fernandes et al., 2020). 

Zangmo and Tiensuwan (2018) stated that the logistic regression model 

identified significant factors in the patient's survival. The best-fitted model is 
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obtained by deviance analysis. Sakinc and Ugurlu (2013) stated that logistic 

regression could explain and check the hypotheses of binary, discrete or 

continuous variables. According to Hosmer, Lemeshow and Sturdivant (2013), 

if the outcome is two levels (0 and 1), the conditional mean is between zero and 

one. The equation gives the logit of the univariable logistic regression model,

g��� = ��� �
����

1 � ����
� = �� + ���

The equation gives the logit of the multivariable logistic regression model,

g��� = ��� �
����

1 � ����
� = �� + ���� + ����+. . . +����
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Description

The clinical heart failure record dataset was used in the investigation 

(UCI, 2020). The selection of this dataset was made possible by the fact that it 

combines categorical and continuous variables and includes the majority of the 

risk factors linked to cardiovascular disease.

The dataset consists of 299 heart failure patients' medical records, which 

are organised into 13 features in columns and rows. Table 3.1 displays a 

description of the features. There are 12 independent clinical features and 1 

target variable, which is classified as either 0 (meaning patients survived) or 1 

(meaning patients died). The information is gathered for a group of sufferers 

caring left ventricular systolic dysfunction in NYHA classes III and IV who are 

between the ages of 40 and 95 during their follow-up period, which lasts between 

4 and 285 days.
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Table 3.1: Attribute description for the heat failure dataset from the UCI 

machine learning repository.

Attribute Description Type of 
Attribute

Attribute 
Value Range

age the patient’s�age Numerical [40, 95]

anaemia low haemoglobin concentration Binary
0 = non-
anaemia
1 = anaemia

high_blood_
pressure (BP)

if the patient has high blood 
pressure

Binary
0 = non-HB

1 = HB

creatinine_
phosphokinase 
(CPK)

level of the CPK enzyme in the 
blood

Numerical [23, 7861]

diabetes if the patient has diabetes Binary
0 = non-
diabetes

1 = diabetes

ejection 
fraction (EF)

percentage of blood leaving the 
heart at each contraction

Numerical [14, 80]

sex gender Binary
0 = Female

1 = Male

platelets
thrombocytes count in the 
blood

Numerical
[25.01, 
850.00]

serum_
creatinine

serum creatinine concentration 
in the blood

Numerical [0.50, 9.40]

serum_sodium
serum sodium concentration in 
the blood

Numerical [114, 148]

smoking smoker or non-smoker Binary

0 = non-
smoker

1 = smoker

time
number of times following-up 
examination

Numerical [4, 285]

target prediction attribute Binary
0 = survived

1 = death
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The statistical characteristics of the numerical data, including the lowest, 

maximum, mean, standard deviation, and missing values, are reported in Table 

3.2(a). The statistical details of the binary attributes, including label, count, 

proportion, and missing values, are provided in Table 3.2(b). Labels 0 (patients 

who lived) and 1 (patients who died) of the target class, which together 

accounted for 68 percent and 32 percent of the dataset, each had 203 occurrences 

and 96 instances, respectively. In the binary and numeric properties of the Heart 

Failure dataset, there are no missing values to be detected.

Table 3.2: (a) The statistical outline of the numeric attributes. (b) The statistical 

outline of the binary attributes.

 

(a)

Attribute Min. Max. Mean StdDev Missing

age 40 90 60.83 11.89 0

CPK 23 7861 581.84 970.29 0

ejection fraction 14 80 38.08 11.83 0

platelets 14 80 30.08 11.83 0

serum creatinine 0.5 9.4 1.39 1.03 0

serum sodium 113 148 136.63 4.41 0

time 4 285 130.26 77.61 0

(b)

Attribute Label Count Proportion Missing

anaemia
0 170 57%

0
1 129 43%

high blood 
pressure

0 194 65%
0

1 105 35%

diabetes
0 174 58%

0
1 125 42%

sex
0 105 35%

0
1 194 65%

smoking
0 203 68%

0
1 96 32%

target
0 203 68%

0
1 96 32%
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Age, anaemia, creatinine phosphokinase (CPK), diabetes, ejection 

fraction (EF), blood pressure (BP), platelets, serum creatinine, serum sodium, 

gender, and smoking were the risk factors linked to lifestyle and diet that were 

recorded. They were seen as potential independent variables that might be used 

to account for heart failure-related death. Age, CPK, EF, platelets, serum 

creatinine, serum sodium, and time are all quantifiable data; anaemia, BP, 

diabetes, gender, and smoking were considered to be qualitative data. Figure 3.1 

displays a visualisation of the Heart failure dataset's 13 variables.

Figure 3.1: Visualisation of variables of the heart failure dataset.
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3.2 Pre-Processing of Dataset

The time variable was excluded from the data set used for prediction 

since this information will not be available at the time of prediction. Generally, 

the normal serum creatinine levels for adult men are 0.74 to 1.35 mg/dL and 

adult women is 0.59 to 1.04 mg/dL. By using this standard, we can group the 

data of serum creatinine into two categories normal and non-normal. The normal 

value of platelet count is 150000-450000, and any value outside this range is 

considered abnormal. The platelet data could be grouped into "0" for normal and 

"1" for abnormal. The values of ejection fraction were divided into normal 41% 

- 75% and abnormal (<41% or >75%). A normal blood sodium level is between 

135 and 145 mEg/L and value outside these range is abnormal. Creatinine 

phosphokinase was divided into category normal (10 – 120 mcg/l) and abnormal 

(<10 or >120 mcg/L). The heart failure patients were categorized into group 

age� < �55 years old and age� ≥ 55 years old.

3.3 Analysis

In this study, the Chi-square test, a famous categorical statistical test, is 

used to determine the factors closely associated with the DEATH_EVENT. A p-

value < 0.05 indicates insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and 

inadequate evidence to suggest that the factor is independent. The dataset was 

first analysis by chi-square as the continuous variable had been categorise.
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Then the dataset will also be analysis by ANOVA test for continuous

features (age, creatinine phosphokinase, ejection fraction, platelets, serum 

creatinine, serum sodium, time). This is to clarify the significant of the 

continuous variable. Pearson correlation coefficients will be calculated to check 

for collinearity between the univariate prognostic indicators.

The dataset is further analysed by constructing linear and logistic 

regression models to explore relationships among variables. The linear models 

form by using age, creatinine_phosphokinase, ejection_fraction, 

serum_creatinine, serum_sodium and platelets as dependent variables. The 

logistic regression with DEATH_EVENT as the model outcome was generated 

and fit the combined data. All variables do not need to be normalised into 

homoscedasticity to execute logistic regression.

Due to the data distribution for the target class, DEATH_EVENT, which 

is not balanced, we must handle the data imbalance problem. Upsampling will 

be applied to the dataset to overcome the data imbalance problem.

Variance inflation factors (VIF) will be calculated for both linear and 

logistic if the model has more than one independent variable. (Hair et al., 2010)

indicated that the multicollinearity issue does not exist when the variance 

inflation factors are less than five, and the model functions correctly.
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS

4.1 Data Analysis

In this study, 299 patients with heart failure were involved, and during 

the visiting periods, 203 patients died and 96 survived. Resampling at the latter 

phases of modelling is necessary since the results demonstrate that the levels are 

unbalanced because there are twice as many patients who survived. 68 percent 

more men than women have heart failure, according to statistics (35 percent).
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According to the correlation matrix (Figure 4.1), age, serum creatinine, 

ejection fraction, and serum sodium are all strongly connected with DEATH 

EVENT. Except when it comes to sex and smoking, there is no significant link 

between attributes.

Figure 4.1: Correlation matrix.
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The presence of anaemia will result in a higher mortality rate for patients 

with heart failure than for patients who survive with anaemia, according to the 

percent stacked bar chart in Figure 4.2(a). As predicted by the correlation matrix, 

the difference is relatively negligible. According to Figure 4.2(b), there is no 

difference in the number of fatalities between people with diabetes and those 

without the disease. Figure 4.2(c) demonstrates that, compared to patients who 

survive, individuals who die appear to have high blood pressure more frequently. 

As predicted by the correlation matrix, the difference is relatively negligible.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: Visualisation of DEATH_EVENT with category variables.
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Figures 4.3(a) and (b) demonstrate that there is little association between 

sex and smoking and patient death. The proportion of males and females pass 

away because of heart failure are equally the same, but there were more dead 

cases in smoking patients than non-smoking patients. Figure 4.3(c) shows a 

strong link between smoking and having sex.

(a) (b)                                   (c)

Figure 4.3: Data visualisation DEATH_EVENT with sex and smoking.
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A higher mortality risk from heart failure is predicted for older patients, 

according to Figure 4.4. Sufferers with heart malfunction frequently have serum 

salt, platelets, and creatinine levels that are within the normal range in Figure 

4.4. Serum creatinine is present in greater amounts in non-survivors than in 

survivors. For both groups, serum salt and platelets are within acceptable limits. 

Ejection fraction and CPK are found to be abnormal in the majority of heart 

failing patients. Although it is abnormally low (about 40%) among survivors, 

the level of ejection fraction is even lower (around 32%) in non-survivors.

.

Figure 4.4: Visualisation of continuous variables of the heart failure dataset.
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Table 4.1: Frequency distribution of age group, gender, and categorical risk 

factor for DEATH_EVENT.

0 : 
Survived 
patients

1 : 
Dead 

patients

Row 
Total

chi-
square

p-value

< = 55 87 25 112
7.1654 0.0074

> 55 116 71 187

female : 0 71 34 105
0.0000 1.0000

male: 1 132 62 194

no anaemia 120 50 170
1.0422 0.3073

anaemia 83 46 129

no HB 137 57 194
1.5435 0.2141

HB 66 39 105

no diabetes 118 56 174
0.0000 1.0000

diabetes 85 40 125

no smoking 137 66 203
0.0073 0.9318

smoking 66 30 96

CPK abnormal 145 77 222
2.1885 0.1390

CPK Normal 58 18 76

serum creatinine 
abnormal

69 55 124
13.6350 0.0002

serum creatinine 
normal

134 41 175

EF abnormal 143 77 220
2.7143 0.09945

EF normal 60 19 79

platelets abnormal 25 16 41
0.7077 0.4002

platelets normal 178 80 258

serum sodium 
abnormal

58 52 110
17.2770

3.231e-
05

serum sodium normal 145 44 189

Total 203 96 299     

A chi-square test and a one-way ANOVA test are used as the first steps 

in the dataset analysis. In Table 4.1, the p-value for the chi-square test is shown, 

and in Table 4.2, the p-value for the one-way ANOVA test is shown. To ascertain 

whether there was a meaningful correlation between the target and risk factors, 

the test was run for each variable. Age, ejection fraction, creatinine 
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phosphokinase, and platelets underwent an ANOVA test with a p-value of less 

than 0.05.

The chi-square test for independence of DEATH_EVENT and age group 

yields a test statistic χ� = 7.1654, and a p-value of 0.0074. The null hypothesis 

that there is no correlation within DEATH_EVENT and age group is rejected

because p < alpha (0.0074 < 0.05). The evidence is sufficient to suggest that 

there is indeed an association between DEATH_EVENT and the patient's age 

group. Based on the data, it is likely that the age group > 55 significant with an 

increase of DEATH_EVENT.

The second chi-square test for independence of DEATH_EVENT and 

serum_creatinine yields a test statistic χ� = 13.6350, and a p-value of 0.0002. 

Since p < alpha (0.0002 < 0.05), the null hypothesis that there is no relationship 

between DEATH_EVENT and serum_creatinine is rejected. The evidence is 

sufficient to suggest that there is indeed an association between 

DEATH_EVENT and whether a patient has serum_creatinine abnormality. 

Based on the data, it is likely that having abnormal serum_creatinine is 

associated with an increased risk of DEATH_EVENT.

The third chi-square test for independence of DEATH_EVENT and 

serum_sodium yields a test statistic χ� = 17.2770 , which has a chi-square 

distribution with 1 degree of freedom under the null hypothesis. This test resulted 

in a p-value of 3.231e-05. Since p < alpha (3.231e-05< 0.05), the null hypothesis 

that there is no association between DEATH_EVENT and serum_sodium is 
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rejected. The evidence is sufficient to suggest that there is indeed an association 

between DEATH_EVENT and whether a patient has serum_sodium abnormality. 

The information indicates that there is a strong likelihood that having abnormal 

serum sodium is linked to a higher risk of DEATH EVENT.

Table 4.2: ANOVA test results of continuous risk factor for survived and 
dead.

Variable Mean St. Dev. F-value df p-value

age 60.83 11.89 20.44 1 0.0000

serum creatinine 1.39 1.03 1.173 1 0.2800

ejection fraction 38.08 11.83 23.09 1 0.0000

serum sodium 136.60 4.41 0.719 1 0.3970
creatinine 
phosphokinase

581.80 970.29 28.16 1 0.0000

platelets 263358.00 97804.24 11.77 1 0.0007

Further analysis of each category variables relatives to target by age 

group using chi-square as in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show that serum creatinine 

and serum sodium are significant in age group > 55. Unfortunately, none of the 

variables is significant for the age group < 55.

Table 4.3: chi-square test results for all variables for target of age group > 55

variables sex anaemia CPK diabetes EF HBP

p-value 0.7996 0.6886 0.3805 1.0000 0.2257 1.0000

variables platelets creatinine sodium smoking

p-value 0.7136 0.0006 0.0011 0.4521

Table 4.4: chi-square test results for all variables for target of age group < = 55

variables sex anaemia CPK diabetes EF HBP

p-value 0.5254 0.7051 0.1141 1.0000 0.2157 0.0536

variables platelets creatinine sodium smoking

p-value 0.6717 0.3192 0.0536 0.1049
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4.2 Inter-variable Analysis

An effective model for this dataset would use age, serum creatinine, 

serum sodium, ejection fraction, creatinine phosphokinase, and platelets as the 

output responses and every other factor as an independent variable, with the 

exception of time and DEATH EVENT. This is evident from the initial data 

analysis. DEATH EVENT was "dropped" in this part since it is a binary variable 

that performs better as an output on its own. Time was left out since it is mostly 

an after-the-fact measure rather than a variable used to describe something.

By applying various dependent and independent factors, we formed 

eighteen linear models. As this study has a two hundred and ninety-nine sample 

size; therefore, there should be less than 20 independent variables in each model. 

In a model with less than two independent factors, we used a stepwise selection 

process to determine which subgroup of independent factors performed the 

prediction model excellent. Log-transformations and box cox-transformations 

were also applied to improve the model.

The outcome for the remaining linear models is placed at Appendix C, 

table C.1 – C.18. The best model generated was the stepwise-selected box cox-

transformation model with an adjusted-R2 of 13.4 percent.
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Table 4.5: Regression test for the linear model below:

�serum_creatinine�−�.���~�age� + �ejection_fraction� + high_blood_pressure�
+ �serum_sodium

Figure 4.5 Residual plots for the model:
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The selected model is presented in Table 4.5 and has an adjusted-R2 of 

13.4 percent, which is the highest of any model used in this investigation. The 

log-likelihood function is maximised at a value of � = �0.99, according to the 

Box-Cox transformation of the serum creatinine data. The low R2 value 

demonstrates the poor performance of the age + ejection fraction + hypertension 

+ serum sodium model. The linear regression appears to have acceptable validity, 

according on the residual plots. A nearly uniform distribution of residuals may 

be seen in the residuals vs. fitted plot. The usual Q-Q image reveals several small 

outliers. The residual data are said to be normally distributed if the Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test results are p > 0.05, which accepts the null hypothesis. The scale 

location plot can be used as a direct indicator of unequal variance. In the 

residuals vs. leverage graphic, there are no observations that are extraordinarily 

heavily weighted.

The majority of linear models have low adjusted-R2, clear assumption 

violations in the residual plots, or both. The logistics regression model, which 

uses the DEATH EVENT as the dependent variable, was developed to continue 

the inquiry. It is a good idea to examine the basic assumptions for logistic 

regression prior to adapting a model to a dataset. These assumptions include a 

binary target, independent rather than paired data, predictor variables that do not 

substantially correlate with one another, predictor continuous variables that are 

linearly associated to the log probabilities of the target, and the absence of 

extreme outliers.
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In this dataset, the target is a binary variable that is labelled as either 0 

for survival or 1 for death (see Figure 3.1). The observations in the data 

collection, which each represent a different data point, demonstrate the 

independence of the data. As a result, the assumptions that the data are not 

matched and that the aim is to take two possible outcomes are met. To investigate 

the next assumption, that there is no severe multicollinearity among 

the explanatory variables, and this can be done in R by using cor.test(). The 

correlation would be excessively high if the value were higher than absolute 0.7. 

Figure 4.1 presents the results, which demonstrate that the third criterion is not 

falsified and that all numbers are below 0.7. The relationship between the 

predictor variables is not statistically significant. The notion is supported by the 

fact that the VIF reading was likewise below 5, indicating the multicollinearity 

is not a concern. According to a visual inspection of the scatter plot in Figure 4.6 

between each predictor and the logit values, the continuous variables and the 

log-odds dependent variable seem to have a fairly linear connection.
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Figure 4.6 Scatter plot predictor value against log-odds DEATH_EVENT.

Figure 4.7 Cook’s�distance�plot.
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Figure 4.8 Residuals vs Leverage plot.

A basic rule according to Bruce et al. (2020), an observation with Cook's 

distance more than 
�

�−�−�
where n represent number of observations and p

represent number of predictor variables, can be regarded as an extreme outlier. 

The Cook's distance metric can be visualised to look at the most extreme outliers 

in�the�data.�The�plot,�Figure�4.7,�indicated�the�top�three�most�extreme�outliers’�

observations as being #132, #218, and #229. The Residuals vs. Leverage plot 

can assist us in identifying any influential insights. All the points in Figure 4.8 

are inside the Cook's distance line, indicating the absence of the extreme 

influential points.

To investigate the relationship between "removing outliers" and survey 

respondent self-reported attributes, a straightforward logistic regression 

model was developed. The results from the two models do not differ by very 
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much, as shown by Table 4.6's summary. Because none of the three top 

extreme observations exceeded the 0.5 Cook's Distance limit, they are 

tolerable. Thus, the data set will continue to contain all 299 data points.

Table 4.6 Comparison model before (1) and after (2) excluding influential. 

The investigation showed that the chosen dataset satisfied the logistic 

regression's presumptions, hence the next section will go into detail about the 

models' discoveries. The dependent variable DEATH EVENT is used to 

construct six logistic models. These models will aid in determining the impact 

that factors such as time, sex, smoking, age, anaemia, diabetes, ejection fraction, 
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high blood pressure, platelets, serum creatinine, and serum sodium may have on 

an individual's likelihood of passing away.

To decrease the number of independent variables in the model for the 

study using logistic regression models, stepwise regression with stepAIC was 

utilised. For this model, the McFadden's Adjusted Pseudo R2 (MAPR2) was 

utilised as the indicator of fit. Values closer to zero signify that the model has no 

predictive ability. The metric spans from 0 to slightly under 1. A McFadden's 

Pseudo R2 score between 0.2 and 0.4 is considered to be good, according to Lee 

(2013). The formula for MAPR2 is as follows:

����
� = 1 �

��(��������) � �

��(�������������)

There were four logistic regression models that had a MAPR2 greater 

than 0.2, and two more that were below 0.2. The results of the analysis for those 

six models are presented in Tables 4.6 through 4.11. Appendices E through J 

contain additional details for each logistic regression model.

Using a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test, the logistic model's 

goodness-of-fit was determined. A p-value of less than 0.05 was achieved, which 

supports the model's unsatisfactory fit. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test indicated 

that all of the logistic models in this study that did not use upsampling were 

perfectly fitted, with the exception of the model containing binary variables. No 

logistic variable or model had a VIF greater than 5 among all the logistic 

variables and models. The final models chosen for this study thus show that 

multicollinearity was not a concern. Use of a more sophisticated model is 
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advised, as it improves the model's accuracy, according to a likelihood ratio test 

with a p-value > 0.05.

The results are validated using the accuracy, which is utilized to 

summarise the data in the confusion matrix. Values that are closer to one support 

the model's good data fit. The ratio of the true positive and true negative versus 

the total number is used to compute accuracy and provides a percentage of the 

fitted model's accuracy. It is denoted as

�������� =
�� + ��

�� + �� + �� + ��

Area under the ROC curve (AUC), a metric used to assess the model's 

performance, spans from 0 to 1 above the threshold of � = 0.5. Being between 

0.8 and 0.9 is a great range for the AUC. 
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Table 4.7: 1st Logistics Regression Model.

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

DEATH_EVENT Estimation Std. Err p-value Estimation Std. Err p-value

intercept 4.2103 1.6239 p < 0.05 3.6035 1.3482 p < 0.05

age 2.4170 1.0549 p < 0.05 2.3992 1.0071 p < 0.05

anaemia -0.6064 0.4772 0.2038

creatinine_phospokinase 1.5372 1.6718 0.3578

diabetes 0.0408 0.4365 0.9255

ejection_fraction -6.1920 1.5199 p < 0.05 -6.2245 1.4874 p < 0.05

high_blood_pressure -0.1644 0.4545 0.7175

platelets -0.6219 2.0366 0.7601

serum_creatinine 9.5429 2.5351 p < 0.05 9.4585 2.5502 p < 0.05

serum_sodium -2.9710 1.6473 0.0713 -3.0077 1.5964 0.0596

sex -0.2603 0.5177 0.6152

smoking -0.2067 0.5388 0.7013

time -5.6094 1.0329 p < 0.05 -5.3513 0.9557 p < 0.05

McFadden R2 = 0.353, df = 13,  
p-value(hoslem.test) = 0.642

McFadden R2 = 0.392 df = 6, 
p-value(hoslem.test) = 0.434

Figure 4.9: ROC curve for Model 1.

AUC = 78.2%
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All predictor variables were used to generate the initial model, and the 

final model is justified using the stepwise process. Table 4.7 displays the 

estimates for the first model and codes them as

The McFadden's R2 value of 0.392 is fairly high, indicating that the model has 

a high degree of predictive power and a very good fit to the data. The Hosmer-

Lemeshow test with a p-value > 0.05 indicates that the model is well fitted. 

The accuracy produced by the model is 80.7% (see Appendix E), and the AUC 

is 78.2%. (see Figure 4.9).
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Table 4.8:  2nd Logistics Regression Model.

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

DEATH_EVENT Estimation Std. Err p-value Estimation Std. Err p-value

intercept 17.3069 6.1269 p < 0.05 17.5590 5.9669 p < 0.05

age 0.0565 0.0167 p < 0.05 0.0510 0.0160 p < 0.05

anaemia -0.0723 0.3871 0.8518

creatinine_phospokinase 0.0002 0.0002 0.3899

diabetes 0.3798 0.3787 0.3159

ejection_fraction -0.1092 0.0207 p < 0.05 -0.1086 0.0202 p < 0.05

high_blood_pressure 0.2177 0.3849 0.5717

platelets 0.0000 0.0000 0.6328

serum_creatinine 1.1909 0.2792 p < 0.05 1.1382 0.2634 p < 0.05

serum_sodium -0.1241 0.0445 p < 0.05 -0.1180 0.0426 p < 0.05

sex 0.0578 0.4441 0.8964

smoking -0.1353 0.4614 0.7693

time -0.0195 0.0030 p < 0.05 -0.0203 0.0029 p < 0.05

McFadden R2 = 0.424 df = 13
p-value(hoslem.test )= 0.526

McFadden R2 = 0.451 df = 6 
p-value(hoslem.test) = 0.000

Figure 4.10: ROC curve for Model 2.

AUC = 77.6%
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All predictor variables were used to generate the second model, and 

upsampling was used to address the imbalance target. The stepwise estimates for 

the final model are shown in Table 4.8 and are coded as

The model has a very high degree of prediction capacity and a very strong fit to 

the data, as indicated by McFadden's R2 values of 0.451. With a p-value of less 

than 0.05, the Hosmer-Lemeshow test demonstrates that the model is not well 

fitted. The accuracy of the model is 77.3% (see Appendix F), while the AUC is 

77.6%. (see Figure 4.10).
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Table 4.9: 3rd Logistics Regression Model.

Figure 4.11: ROC curve for Model 3.

AUC = 61.2%
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Apart from time, all predictor variables were used to build the third 

model. The stepwise estimates for the final model are shown in Table 4.9 and 

are coded as

The model has a high degree of predictive power and a very excellent fit to the 

data, as indicated by McFadden's R2 values of 0.235. The model fits the data 

well, as shown by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, which has a p-value above 0.05. 

Its accuracy, which is 70.5 percent (see Appendix G), and AUC, which is 61.2 

percent (see Figure 4.11), are both subpar.
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Table 4.10:  4th Logistics Regression Model.

Figure 4.12: ROC curve for Model 4.

AUC = 64.2%
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All predictor variables, apart from time and upsampling applied to the 

hand imbalance target, were used to generate the fourth model. The stepwise 

estimates are shown in Table 4.10 along with the final model's justification, 

which is coded as

DEATH_EVENT�~�age� + �creatinine_phosphokinase� + �diabetes�
+ �ejection_fraction� + �high_blood_pressure� + �platelets�
+ �serum_creatinine� + �serum_sodium

The model has a high degree of predictive power and a very excellent fit to the 

data, as indicated by McFadden's R2 values of 0.261. With a p-value under 0.05, 

the Hosmer-Lemeshow test reveals that the model is not adequately fitted. Its 

accuracy, which is 69.3 percent (see Appendix H), and AUC, which is 64.2 

percent (see Figure 4.12), are poor.
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Table 4.11:  5th Logistics Regression Model.

Figure 4.13: ROC curve for Model 5.

AUC = 58.8%
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All predictor variables—apart from time—were used to build the fifth 

model. The two level "0" and "1" categories are used to classify each of the 

chosen variables. The stepwise estimates are displayed in Table 4.11 and the 

final model is justified as follows:

According to the results of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, p-values greater than 

0.05 imply a good fit. However, McFadden's R2 values of 0.088 show that the 

model does not adequately fit the data. This model is unable to fit the data as 

well as Model 1 does, as shown by its accuracy of 67.0 percent (see Appendix I) 

and AUC of 58.8 percent (see Figure 4.13).
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Table 4.12: 6th Logistics Regression Model.

Figure 4.14: ROC curve for Model 6.

AUC = 55.6%
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Apart from time, all predictor variables were used to generate the sixth 

model.�The�two�levels�of�“0"�and�"1"�are�used�to�categorise�each�of�the�chosen�

variables. Application of upsampling to the deal with the imbalance target. Table 

4.12 displays the estimates for the sixth model and codes them as

Although the results of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test suggest that p-values > 0.05 

imply that it is a decent match, the value of McFadden's R2 0.126 indicates that 

the models do not fit the data very well. Model 1 appears to perform better than 

the accuracy of 60.2% (see Appendix J) and AUC of 55.6% (see Figure 4.14).
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The MAPR2, Hosmer-Lemeshow, VIF, likelihood ratio test, accuracy, 

and AUC have all been used to evaluate each model to determine which one 

provides the best fit. Evidently, Figure 4.15 from the first model is the optimal 

model. The selected model consists of five predictor variables (IV) against one 

dependent variable (DV) and the fit is expressed as

The logit equation with the estimations included is written as,

����������������
= 3.6035 + 2.3992�� � 6.2245�� + 9.4585�� � 3.0077��
� 5.3513��

where  �� = ���, �� = ��������_��������, �� = �����_����������,                                          
�� = �����_������, �� = ����

Figure 4.15: Summary evaluation values for each individual model.
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS

The heart failure dataset comprises independent variables that can predict 

the dependent variable, according to the results of the chi-square test and the 

ANOVA test, therefore a model can be built using this data. A heart failure 

patient's likelihood of survival is maximised by using models that identify the 

variables that are most crucial to controlling the condition. Additionally, early 

detection of any potential risk factors for heart failure is possible with the aid of 

the models.

The successful creation of eighteen linear regression models shows that 

the models are not good models, as indicated by the adjusted-R2 values that are 

less than 0.3.  The best linear regression model generated by Table 4.5 yields an 

adjusted-R2 value of 0.1337. The model includes the target variable 

“serum_creatinine”� and� predictor� variables� “age”,� “ejection_fraction”,�

“high_blood_pressure”� and� “serum_sodium”.� The� logit� equation� with� the�

inclusion of the estimate is expressed as

�̂−�.�� = �0.9502 � 0.0069�� �+ �0.0030�� + 0.0601�� �+ �0.0156��

Unfortunately, the adjusted-R2 of this model, which was constructed, is below 

0.3, making it weak.
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Six logistic regression models with DEATH EVENT as the response 

variable demonstrate that models without upsampling provided a better fit to the 

data than models with upsampling. The adjusted MAPR2 fell between the 

recommended limits of 0.2 and 0.4 for an acceptable model. The Hosmer-

Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test of these models, which had p-values above 0.05, 

indicated that they were good models. A value of fewer than five is produced via 

variance inflation factors. Therefore, this might attest to the fact that 

multicollinearity is not a serious issue for the model. According to the results of 

the entire likelihood ratio test, the models should employ the more sophisticated 

model that includes the constant because it improves their accuracy.

The binary logistic model with the applied stepwise selection without 

upsampling model has the greatest percentage accuracy with a value of 80.7 

percent, according to a comparison utilising the information from the confusion 

matrix. The models performed weaker with datasets balanced by up-sampling. 

The performance of the models by categorised the continuous variables into 

normal and abnormal is the weakest with the accuracy 67 percent and 60 percent.  

Given the accuracy rate of 80.7 percent on the test data, the chosen 

logistic� regression� model� includes� the� variables� “age”,� “ejection_fraction”,�

“serum_creatinine”,�“serum_sodium”�and�“time”,�has�been�found�to�be�reliable.

The logit equation with the inclusion of the estimate is expressed as 

�����(����) = 3.6035 + 2.3992�� � 6.2245�� + 9.4585�� � 3.0077��

� 5.3513��
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It demonstrates that ejection fraction, serum creatinine, serum sodium, age, and 

time are the most significant and necessary factors to predict the mortality of 

heart failure patients when compared to using all features.

Using the same dataset, it would be intriguing to conduct additional 

analysis to compare the survival rates of people with heart failure in various age 

groups.
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APPENDIX A

DATA DISTRIBUTION FOR CONTINUOUS VARIBALES

 

Figure A.1: Heart failure by age distribution

 

Figure A.2: Heart failure by creatinine_phosphokinase distribution
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Figure A.3: Heart failure by ejection_fraction distribution

Figure A.4: Heart failure by platelets distribution
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Figure A.5: Heart failure by serum_sodium distribution

Figure A.6: Heart failure by serum_creatinine distribution
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APPENDIX B

DATA DISTRIBUTION FOR CATEGORISE VARIBALES

DEATH_EVENT age-group sex

creatinine_phosphokina
se level

ejection_fraction % smoking

anaemia diabetes high_blood_pressure

serum_creatinine sodium_sodium platelets
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS FOR ALL LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS

Table C.1: age ~ high_blood_pressure + diabetes + serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

age Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 69.10 21.95 0.00 58.46 1.39 <0.05

sex 2.05 1.64 0.21

anaemia 1.66 1.41 0.24

high_blood_pressure 2.37 1.43 0.10 2.31 1.42 0.10411

smoking -0.18 1.64 0.91

diabetes -1.95 1.41 0.17 -2.23 1.37 0.10577

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.30

ejection_fraction 0.08 0.06 0.20

platelets 0.00 0.00 0.59

serum_creatinine 1.64 0.67 0.01 1.79 0.66 0.00685

serum_sodium -0.10 0.16 0.53

Ajd R2 = 0.03149, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.033, p-value < 0.05

Table C.2: log(age) ~ anaemia + high_blood_pressure + serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

age Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 4.18 0.36 <2e-16 4.02 0.02 < 2e-16

sex 0.03 0.03 0.27

anaemia 0.03 0.02 0.21 0.03 0.02 0.15344

high_blood_pressure 0.04 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.0883

smoking 0.00 0.03 0.92

diabetes -0.03 0.02 0.27

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.26

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.22

platelets 0.00 0.00 0.43

serum_creatinine 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00603

serum_sodium 0.00 0.00 0.62

Ajd R2 = 0.0327, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.03314,  p-value < 0.05
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Table C.3: (age)0.02 ~ anaemia + high_blood_pressure + serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

age Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 1.09 0.01 <2e-16 1.08 0.00 < 2e-16

sex 0.00 0.00 0.27

anaemia 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.15403

high_blood_pressure 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08868

smoking 0.00 0.00 0.93

diabetes 0.00 0.00 0.27

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.26

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.22

platelets 0.00 0.00 0.43

serum_creatinine 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00603

serum_sodium 0.00 0.00 0.61

Ajd R2 = 0.03268, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.03309,  p-value < 0.05

Table C.4: creatinine_phospokinase ~ anaemia

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

creatinine_phospokinase Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept -1252.00 1826.00 0.49 742.79 73.17 < 0.05

sex 175.70 133.90 0.19

anaemia -358.70 113.60 0.00 -373.05 111.40 0.00092

high_blood_pressure -113.00 117.60 0.34

smoking -130.10 134.20 0.33

diabetes -18.93 115.90 0.87

age -4.95 4.82 0.30

ejection_fraction -3.28 4.84 0.50

platelets 0.0003 0.00 0.63

serum_creatinine 14.01 55.48 0.80

serum_sodium 16.81 13.13 0.20

Ajd R2 = 0.02475, p-value > 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.03314, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.5: log(creatinine_phosphokinase) ~ anaemia

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

creatinine_phospokinase Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 5.18 2.12 0.02 5.88 0.08 < 2e-16

sex 0.08 0.16 0.59

anaemia -0.50 0.13 0.00 -0.51 0.13
9.27E-

05

high_blood_pressure -0.16 0.14 0.25

smoking -0.17 0.16 0.28

diabetes 0.05 0.13 0.73

age -0.01 0.01 0.31

ejection_fraction -0.01 0.01 0.27

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.76

serum_creatinine -0.03 0.06 0.69

serum_sodium 0.01 0.02 0.54

Ajd R2 = 0.03787, p-value > 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.04703, p-value < 0.05

Table C.6: (creatinine_phosphokinase)-0.14 ~ anaemia

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

creatinine_phospokinase
Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 0.47 0.13 0.00 0.44 0.01 < 2e-16

sex 0.00 0.01 0.71

anaemia 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00014

high_blood_pressure 0.01 0.01 0.26

smoking 0.01 0.01 0.32

diabetes 0.00 0.01 0.66

age 0.00 0.00 0.32

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.23

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.75

serum_creatinine 0.00 0.00 0.62

serum_sodium 0.00 0.00 0.59

Ajd R2 = 0.0355, p-value > 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.04448, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.7 : ejection_fraction ~ sex + serum_sodium 

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

ejection_fraction Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept -30.26 22.16 0.17 -22.62 20.81 0.27791

sex -3.37 1.62 0.04 -3.56 1.40 0.0117

anaemia -0.06 1.41 0.97

high_blood_pressure -0.23 1.43 0.87

smoking -0.30 1.64 0.85

diabetes -0.23 1.41 0.87

age 0.07 0.06 0.20

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.50

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.38

serum_creatinine 0.14 0.68 0.84

serum_sodium 0.47 0.16 0.00 0.46 0.15 0.00261

Ajd R2 = 0.02909, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.04515, p-value < 0.05

Table C.8: log(ejection_fraction) ~ age + serum_sodium + sex

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

ejection_fraction Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 1.52 0.59 0.01 1.56 0.57 0.00655

sex -0.09 0.04 0.05 -0.09 0.04 0.01392

anaemia -0.01 0.04 0.85

high_blood_pressure -0.01 0.04 0.72

smoking 0.00 0.04 0.93

diabetes 0.00 0.04 0.90

age 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.1308

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.65

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.33

serum_creatinine 0.00 0.02 0.92

serum_sodium 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00049

Ajd R2 = 0.03655, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.05519, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.9: (ejection_fraction)0.26 ~ age + serum_sodium + sex

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

ejection_fraction Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 1.23 0.40 0.00 1.25 0.38 0.00112

sex -0.06 0.03 0.04 -0.06 0.03 0.01222

anaemia 0.00 0.03 0.88

high_blood_pressure -0.01 0.03 0.76

smoking 0.00 0.03 0.91

diabetes 0.00 0.03 0.96

age 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.13762

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.60

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.35

serum_creatinine 0.00 0.01 0.97

serum_sodium 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00072

Ajd R2 = 0.03457, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.05347, p-value < 0.05

Table C.10: serum_creatinine ~ sex + serum_sodium 

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_creatinine Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 6.77 1.90 0.00 6.43 1.85 0.00058

sex 0.00 0.14 1.00

anaemia 0.10 0.12 0.44

high_blood_pressure -0.03 0.13 0.81

smoking -0.07 0.14 0.63

diabetes -0.11 0.12 0.37

age 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00798

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.80

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.80

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.01 0.84

serum_sodium -0.04 0.01 0.00 -0.04 0.01 0.00139

Ajd R2 = 0.03228, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.05209, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.11: log(serum_creatinine) ~ age + serum_sodium

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_creatinine Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 3.09 0.80 0.00 3.16 0.79 7.45E-05

sex 0.01 0.06 0.81

anaemia 0.00 0.05 0.96

high_blood_pressure -0.06 0.05 0.22

smoking -0.06 0.06 0.33

diabetes -0.03 0.05 0.59

age 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 8.88E-05

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.67

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.90

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.20

serum_sodium -0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.01 9.67E-06

Ajd R2 = 0.09651, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.1072, p-value < 0.05

Table C.12: (serum_creatinine)-0.99 ~ age + ejection_fraction 
+high_blood_pressure + serum_sodium

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_creatinine Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept -0.9304 0.5496 0.0915 -0.9502 0.5387 0.0788

sex -0.0179 0.0413 0.6657

anaemia 0.0100 0.0355 0.7787

high_blood_pressure 0.0623 0.0362 0.0864 0.0601 0.0356 0.0924

smoking 0.0492 0.0413 0.2349

diabetes 0.0010 0.0356 0.9785

age -0.0069 0.0015 0.0000 -0.0069 0.0014 0.0000

creatinine_phospokinase 0.0000 0.0000 0.4661

platelets 0.0000 0.0000 0.9375

ejection_fraction 0.0030 0.0015 0.0418 0.0030 0.0015 0.0421

serum_sodium 0.0152 0.0040 0.0002 0.0156 0.0039 0.0001

Ajd R2 = 0.1215, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.1337, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.13: serum_sodium ~ diabetes + ejection_fraction + serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_sodium Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 135.40 1.77 < 2e-16 135.67 0.93 < 2e-16

sex -0.08 0.60 0.90

anaemia 0.56 0.52 0.28

high_blood_pressure 0.31 0.53 0.55

smoking 0.07 0.60 0.90

diabetes -0.93 0.52 0.07 -0.87 0.50 0.08228

age -0.01 0.02 0.53

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.20

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.41

ejection_fraction 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.00216

serum_creatinine -0.79 0.24 0.00 -0.82 0.24 0.00071

Ajd R2 = 0.05622, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.06608, p-value < 0.05

Table C.14: log(serum_sodium) ~ diabetes + ejection_fraction + 
serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_sodium Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 4.91 0.01 < 2e-16 4.91 0.01 < 2e-16

sex 0.00 0.00 0.95

anaemia 0.00 0.00 0.28

high_blood_pressure 0.00 0.00 0.54

smoking 0.00 0.00 0.94

diabetes -0.01 0.00 0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.07036

age 0.00 0.00 0.53

creatinine_phospokinase 0.00 0.00 0.21

platelets 0.0000 0.00 0.39

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00233

serum_creatinine -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00063

Ajd R2 = 0.06704, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.06608, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.15: (serum_sodium)2 ~ diabetes + ejection_fraction 
+serum_creatinine

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

serum_sodium Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 18360 475.80 < 2e-16 18417 249.77 < 2e-16

sex -30.90 161.60 0.85

anaemia 151.90 138.80 0.27

high_blood_pressure 82.22 141.60 0.56

smoking 25.49 161.80 0.87

diabetes -240.00 138.70 0.08 -224.99 134.65 0.09579

age -3.71 5.80 0.52

creatinine_phospokinase 0.09 0.07 0.19

platelets 0.0006 0.00 0.42

ejection_fraction 17.31 5.74 0.00 17.48 5.62 0.00203

serum_creatinine -210.30 65.57 0.00 -217.11 64.31 0.00083

Ajd R2 = 0.05514, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 =0.06487, p-value < 0.05

Table C.16: platelets ~ diabetes + sex + smoking

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

platelets
Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 118057.12 185374.80 0.52 270438.00 11245.00 <2e-16

sex -30806.88 13510.95 0.02 -33203.00 13168.00 0.0122

anaemia -8192.72 11721.25 0.49

high_blood_pressure 9171.64 11945.59 0.44

smoking 22882.12 13582.82 0.09 23602.00 13440.00 0.0801

diabetes 16944.30 11725.06 0.15 16470.00 11532.00 0.1543

age -267.37 489.46 0.59

serum_sodium 1107.75 1335.73 0.41

creatinine_phosphokinase 2.89 5.98 0.63

ejection_fraction 430.42 490.93 0.38

serum_creatinine -1423.07 5632.45 0.80

Ajd R2 =0.01057, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.02131, p-value < 0.05
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Table C.17: log(platelets) ~ sex + smoking

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

platelets Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 12.10 0.76 <2e-16 12.47 0.04 < 2e-16

sex -0.12 0.06 0.03 -0.14 0.05 0.00905

anaemia -0.02 0.05 0.63

high_blood_pressure 0.07 0.05 0.14

smoking 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.12262

diabetes 0.05 0.05 0.33

age 0.00 0.00 0.50

serum_sodium 0.00 0.01 0.63

creatinine_phosphokinase 0.00 0.00 0.65

ejection_fraction 0.00 0.00 0.44

serum_creatinine -0.01 0.02 0.60

Ajd R2 =0.008643, p-value < 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.01676, p-value < 0.05

Table C.18:  (platelets)0.51 ~ sex + smoking

Dependent variable Without Stepwise Function With Stepwise Function

platelets Estimation Std. Err p�value Estimation Std. Err p�value

intercept 420.87 190.77 0.03 554.12 9.75 < 2e-16 

sex -31.90 13.90 0.02 -36.54 13.50 0.00719

anaemia -7.55 12.06 0.53

high_blood_pressure 13.83 12.29 0.26

smoking 22.74 13.98 0.10 21.91 13.80 0.1135

diabetes 15.12 12.07 0.21

age -0.29 0.50 0.57

serum_sodium 0.91 1.37 0.51

creatinine_phosphokinase 0.00 0.01 0.62

ejection_fraction 0.43 0.51 0.39

serum_creatinine -2.39 5.80 0.68

Ajd R2 =0.01044, p-value > 0.05 Ajd R2 = 0.01814, p-value < 0.05
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Appendix E 

1st Logistics Regression model
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Appendix F

2nd Logistics Regression Model
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Appendix G 

3rd Logistics Regression Model
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Appendix H 

4th Logistics Regression Model
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Appendix I 

5th Logistics Regression Model
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Appendix J 

6th Logistics Regression Model


